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reap a considerable share of the benefits of her successes.
Finally, the Whigs' spiteful attack upon Sacheverell and the
virtual failure of the impeachment which only Godolphin's
personal pique had promoted,1 led to their complete over-
throw. The Tories returned to power, speedily concluded
peace, and remained in power till the Queen's death.
^Thus the War dictated the fluctuations of party politics. Both parties
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Policy at home as well as abroad were to be expected:
when interest in the war was waning, a Tory Government
and Tory Policy were to be anticipated. For the Whigs,
the Bill of Rights and the Toleration Act were only the
beginnings of their policy to free Parliament from the control
of the Crown and to remove from Dissenters political and
social disabilities. " They did not think the prerogative to
be yet sufficiently limited/'2 and asserted that " religion
ought to make no distinction at all among Protestants/*3
Although the Tories detested this latter heresy and had no
sympathy, based in any way on principle, with the tolerance
of their rivals, they were ready to support them against
William. They disliked him as a foreigner and hated his
preference of Dutch to English counsellors, and would there-
fore support measures to limit his power, even though in
doing so they were following Whig principles and support-
ing the Whig party. Consequently, whilst the Mutiny Act
(1689) forced the King to obtain the sanction of Parliament Restrictions
annually to his maintenance of military discipline,4 the o?thep°wer
Triennial Act (1694) prevented him from keeping a Parlia- CrowiL
ment, however much to his liking, longer than three years,4
The Bank of England was forbidden to lend to the King
without the permission of Parliament, and the Censorship
of the Press was allowed to lapse. Bills were also introduced
to lessen the power of the Crown over the Commons by
excluding placemen from seats and to render the Bench
* See Grant-Robertson, Select Statutes, p. 421.
a Swift, Examiner No. 36 (1711); Trevelyan, Select Documents,
p. 60.
a Swift, Examiner No. 36 (1711); Trevelyan, England under
Stuarts, p. 471 and note.
4 See Grant-Robertson, Select Statutes, pp. 108 and 138,

